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TAKEALL-- Comlist: Moscow Consolidated 13 Mar 92
Text Superzone of Message
GLOBAL
1 reports on 12 mar moscow press briefing by vitaliy churkin, russian
foreign ministry spokesman. (c/r tasse 121805, item 1 on 12 mar list) (3
min: indo 1200; 2 min: enginter 0010 portuguese 122100)
2 reports on khasbulatov's 13 mar moscow meeting with hans-jochen vogel,
deputy chairman of socialist international, with gist remarks exchanged.
(150 text sent: tasse 1139; brief: tv 1800)
3 valentin gorkayev re drugs-trafficking case involving heroin consignment
sent from asia to holland via moscow, where drugs were seized; homily on
evil of drugs, noting drugs traffic playing greater role in international
politics-drugs for arms cited as example; hungary staging post for drug
shipments; recent international conferences have been aimed at eradicating
drugs trade. (4 min: spanish 2100 persian 1330 thai 1200 bur 1300; anon:
arabic 1400 polish 1600 hungarian 2000)
4 report on international industrial and business conference coordinated
by formerly unknown soviet politician who has become renowned economist.
(4 min: afrikaans 1700)
5 "women's world" program. (12 min: turkish 1500)
6 "business club of radio moscow": topics include: introduction of
-- - pTogram;- -business-chronic:i-e;--new-ooewDen t---wuiel'--p-repar-a-t4-Gn--t-o--regulate---~--- ----foreign trade in russia; international congress for regional market in
eastern europe and asia; new proposal to revive COMECON; market of
secondary stocks offers cooperation; car-accelerator manufacturing works
to be built in russia. (29 min, overall: hungarian 2000)
7 "moscow radio businessmen club" program. (20 min: korean 1230)
8 "business club" feature. (16 min: camb 1100)
9 in reply to listeners' letters, of which radio moscow receives
150,000-200,000, radio tells something about itself. (4.5 min: polish
1600)
DISARM
10 defense analyst vadim solovyev on russian-u.s. strategic nuclear
cutbacks. (rpt enginter 121810, item 11 on 12 mar list) (enginter 0010
portbraz 0000 portuguese 122100 korean 0800 hind 1100)
11 cis nuclear forces spokesman gen. sergey zelentsov, on future of soviet
nuclear weapons, alleged presence of nuclear weapons in transcaucasia.
(3.5 min, sent: enginter 1810 2110 spanla 2300 spanish 2100
12 statement by cis armed forces official in charge of nuclear arms,
denying reports that enriched uranium has been stolen from army depots,
official says there is no enriched uranium in depots. (4 min: turkish
1500 greek 2000)
13 interview with cis It.general zelentsov pegged to kravchuk's proposal
to creat international control body to ensure destruction of ukrainian
nuclear missiles. (2 min, sent: tv 1800)
UNITED STATES
14 anon on outcome of kozyrev talks with baker in brussels. (5 min: jap
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121300)
15 itar-tass corr igor barsukov washington dispatch on first press
conference given by vladimir lukin, russia's ambassador to usa, following
handing over of his credentials to george bush, detailing issues covered
in press conference. (400 text: tassr 0113)
16 scientist (yuriy subrinskiy) on art exhibition in moscow library
marking SOOth anniversary of discovery of america. (9 min: spanla 0000)
TB1403133092TAKE1
AMERICAS
17 "letters from brazil." (rpt portbraz 122300, item 18 on 12 mar list)
(portbraz 0000)
18 yuriy gromov on brazilian listeners' letters. (3.5 min: portbraz 2300)
19 leonid levchenko on situation in el salvador following peace agreement
between government and contras. (3.5 min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300)
20 "latin america in focus" viktor deruga in mexico on current status of
mexican economy. (2.5 min: spanla 2300)
GERMANY

21 reports on gorbachev's 12 mar tv interview on how german people view
problems facing cis. (one min, sent: tv 122100; 50 text: tasse 1958)
22 belta corr tatyana khryapina minsk dispatch on german foreign minister,
hans-dietrich genscher's one-day official visit, touching on agreement
signed, meeting with belaruss foreign minister pyotr kravchenko and laying
of wreath to monument on pobeda square. (400 text sent: tassr 1405; 200
text: tasse 1935)
23 reports on joint press conference given by pyotr kravchenko and
hans-deitrich genscher, following signing of agreement on restoration of
diplomatic relations between two countries, during benshcer's one-day
- 0 f f ieial- vis-it .- ----(400--tex-t---sent-;.---t-asK--11-O-5t--1-00--tex.t-;.--tasse--1601}----------------NATO/VEST EUROPE
24 viktor glazunov on nato role, recent nato meeting in brussels,
possibility of sending peacekeeping forces to european countries,
nagorno-karabakh, izvestiya considered possibility of sending peacekeeping
forces to nagorno-karabakh, noting andrey kozyrev did not rule out
possibility. (6 min: spanla 0000 portbraz 0000)
25 anon on military exercises in CSCE countries. (4 min: greek 2000)
26 anon on progress at vienna talks on confidence building, security and
cooperation in europe, as part of helsinki process, pointing out new
document has been approved on confidence building measures, noting cis
military men believe much has already been attained at talks gives rise to
hope that progress will be made in solving all remaining problems. (3
min: enginter 1210 1510 spanish 2100 arabic 1400 polish 1600 hungarian
2000 mand 1000 1200)
27 account of yegor gaydar's interview with 'independent' newspaper,
calling on western countries to conduct more realistic policy in assisting
russian reforms. (cov pmu) (200 text: tasse 1258)
28 itar-tass corr tigran liloyan yerevan dispatch on douglas hogg,
britain's secretary of state's meeting with armenian president levon
ter-petrosyan on 12 mar, meeting with his armenian counterpart vigen
chi techyan , and other party/parliamentary officials including foreign
minister raffi ovanesyan and his remarks at press conference. (500 text
sent: tassr 0228; 400 text: tasse 0549)
AFRICA
29 "africa as we see it": aleksandr fedorov on events preceeding
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referendum among white south africans (rpt segment engafr 121630, item 22
on 12 mar list); iliya bakatov on spreading of conflict in rwanda (rpt
swahili 121600, item 27 on 12 mar list); vladlen mikhaylov on worsening
ecological situation in nigeria, pointing out nigerian ecologists are to
submit report to rio conference on environment, noting measures already
taken in some states give hope that, at least in those areas, ecological
deterioration can be halted before it is too late (3.5 min); interview
with gennadiy bogomolov on his views on african concerns that new russia
has turned its back on africa (rpt segment engafr 111630, item 29 on 11
mar list) (engafr 1630)
30 "message of peace": somali guest speaker on situation in somali. (20
min, incl music: somali 1500)
31 aleksandr fedorov on political act~vities in south africa buildingup to
17 mar referendum, focussesing on conservative party leader's
record-breaking campaign, taking in mostly rural towns, fedorov says
magnitude of his campaign does not necessarily have to make impact on
those who have already decided how they are going to vote, president de
klerk's campaign concentrated mainly on industrial urban areas, again
looking at tactics, strategies and arguments of these two politicians, and
speculates on outcome of referendum. (5 min: afrikaans 1700)
TB1403133192TAKE2
MIDEAST

32 anon on unsc discussion of iraqi weapons, citing unsc statement
claiming iraq has failed to comply with council's resolution, quioting
statements by other council members in this regard. (5 min: arabic 1400)
33 yevgeniy krishkin referring to unsc resolution against iraq's
noncompliance of un conditions after gulf war, pointing to security
- ._- council' s-1ieteI'lltinat-ion·to·-foree--it--to-ft~Hoy--weapons·-ef--mass·-- ._----_ .. - -----..----..--destruction, notes russian foreign ministry spokesman's statement urging
iraq obey un resolutions. (4-3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanla
2300 portbraz 2300 somali 1500 spanish 2100 persian 1330 greek 2000 polish
1600 thai 1300)
34 sergey viktorov on iran's mediation bid in nagorno-karabakh, iranian
president hashemi-rafsanjani expressed concern on deteriorating situation
in proximity of iran, velayati's telephone conversations with lev
ter-petrosayan and gasan gasanov is evidence of iran's growing concern,
one cannot predict what will be yerevan's reaction to iran's proposals but
two sides are willing to accept international mediation, ico is also
seeking to resolve crisis. (4 min: persian 1330)
35 itar-tass diplomatic corr leonid timofeyev on press conference given by
turkey'S ambassador in moscow, volkan vural, in which he confirmed
turkey'S interest in peaceful settlement of conflict in nagornyy-karabakh,
informing journalists that plan for settlement drawn up by ankara has been
approved by its nato allies; touching on turkey'S relationship with
conflicting sides. (500 text: tassr 1420)
SOUTH ASIA
36 aleksey kondratyev on prospects of un plan to organize an inter-afghan
dialogue outside country, indian news media reports on this are
optimistic, times of india, PTI quoted, comparison with other regional
conflicts with ideological factors. (4-3 min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300
spanish 2100 mand 1000; anon: arabic 1400)
37 anon on reported meeting between afghan govt and pakistani leaders. (4
min: mand 1200)
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49

38 yuriy kostin on continued influx of burmese muslims into bangladesh and
concerns expressed by asean and islamic countries. (5.5 min: camb 1100
viet 1000 1300 thai 1200 bur 1300)
50 39 mailbag program: reviewing indian listeners' letters who lauded moscow
radio program and deli-moscow ties and answering their various queries on
soviet topics. (25 min, incl music: hind 1100)
51 40 "on path of friendship and cooperation" program featuring anon intvw
with (viktor goldin), official of russian ministry for foreign economic
relations on prospects for growth in indian-russian commercial ties; (nina
rukoshnikova) intvw with prof. (aleksandr ninachov), on performance of
vivekananda club in moscow; moscow friendship university student sanjay
sharma, message to his friends and relatives in india about studies and
activities at friendship university. (25 min, incl music: tamil 1300)
52 41 vasant georgiyev referring to escalation of fighting between government
forces and ltte in sri lanka, noting continued fighting despite
expectation of victory by government troops, calls for peaceful talks to
resolve ethnic issue. (4-3 min: tamil 1300 mand 0900)
53 42 anon on ethnic dispute in sri lanka, referring to its political
situation. (2.5 min: korean 0800)
54 CHINA
55 43 aleksandr kondratyev on chinese decision to sign nuclear
non-proliferation treaty. (rpt spanla 112300, item 45 on 11 mar list)
(indo 121200)
56 44 (yolginsh) on uzbek president's forthcoming visit to pre. (4.5 min:
jap 121300)
57 45 vasant georgiyev on visit of president karimov of uzbekistan to china.
(rpt enginter 121210, item 40 on 12 mar list) (enginter 0010 portuguese
--- -----122100)
-- -- ------------------------ -- -------------------------.---.------------ 58 46 itar-tass interview with islam karimov, uzbek president, highly
assessing outcome of his talks with chinese state cncl premier Ii pengo
(200 text sent: tasse 1436)
59 TB1403133292TAKE3
60 47 leonid krichevskiy on plan by chinese legal body to claim war
reparations from japan for damages during VVII. (rpt bur 121300, item 45
on 12 mar list) (jap 121000)
61 48 report on cooperation, trade between chinese farm co, uzbek
agricultural machinery manufacturing plant. (4.5 min: mand 122100)
62 49 (molatov) on foreign press reports on differences among cpc high
ranking ldrs re deng xiaoping's call for accelerating, expanding reform,
reports on tokyo shimbun, others cited. (3 min: mand 122100)
63 50 talk of today: report on international efforts to find peaceful
solution to armenfa-azerbaijan conflict; report on privatization of
russian state enterprises; report on chinese painting exhibition in
moscow. (12 min: mand 1300)
64 51 youth program: incl reports on russian delegation's visit to prc;
heilongjiang's v-gov du xianzhong's impression of moscow; secondary school
in uzbek which teaches chinese, sport. (25 min, incl music: mand 1000
1200)
65 52 wang xiao half hour: program press review; uzbek linguist's teaching
work in china, mulatov cites foreign media commentaries, reports about
china. (30 min: mand 1300)
66 ASIAN COMMUNIST
67 53 anon raps khmer rouge for fabricating news alleging vietnamese units
~
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are still secretly operating in cambodia. (rpt viet 121300, item 48 on 12
mar list) (camb 1100)
54 anon hails statement by chairperson of asia-pacific council of american
chamber of commerce that u.s. may lift economic embargo on vietnam by jun
92. (6 min: viet 1000 thai 1200 bur 1300)
ASIA/PACIFIC
55 "focus on asia" program: incl anon introduces interview with rok dp
president kim tae-chung by. izvestiya in seoul, notes gap between rich,
poor, referring to rok economic difficulties, notes lack of labor forces,
stressing politics based on democracy (3 min); anon on partial lifting of
u.s. sanctions on vietnam in june (4 min). (korean 1000)
56 "focus on asia and pacific": incl anon interview with yuriy (kotov),
head of south asian section at russia's foreign ministry, on prospects for
russian-indian trade, noting new trade agreement to be signed at end of
month, detailing its content, noting it is aimed at developing more
progressive forms of economic cooperation, outlining differences and
similarities between current and future agreements, outlining reasons
behind decision to conduct all payments in hard currency and plans for
introducing this on transitional basis (8.5 min); viktorvalentinov on
khmer rouge allegations of continued vietnamese military presence in
cambodia, which is denied by head of un advance mission to cambodia,
quoting remarks by head of u.s. delegation, solomon, on his impression
that vietnam favored un settlement in cambodia (3 min); summary anon
izvestiya on forthcoming parliamentary elections in thailand (2.5 min).
(enginter 0910)
57 report on history of ancient silkroad, its inspection by international
coamunity in recent years. (12 min: mand 0900)
- ·58-toltya-based-reporteron-japanese--pal-iamentL s--de-liber-at4.-oD--o-f-l-aw-t-0- -.--------..
dispatch its armed forces overseas. (3 min: korean 0800)
59 yuriy kostin on u.s. preparing to withdraw navy from subic bay in the
philippines. (5-4 min: mand 1000 1200 indo 1200 viet 1300)
60 anon on agreement reached between u.s. westinghouse, philippine
government on nuclear power station. (4 min: korean 0800)
61 vladimir viktorov referring to declaration of republic status by
mauritius on 12 mar, noting use of its diego garcia island by u.s. for
military purposes, noting desire of region's countries to establish
nuclear-free zone, cites mauritius' appeal to pentagon for island's
return. (3 min: urdu 1100 beng 1000 hind 1100)
62 summaries anon izvestiya on thailand's parliamentary elections
scheduled for 22 mar. (5-4 min: mand 0900 indo 121200)
EAST EUROPE
63 aleksandr shakhin providing background to increasing demands in romania
and moldova for reunification. (rpt enginter 121210, item 57 on 12 mar
list) (enginter 0010 portuguese 122100)
TB1403133392TAKE4
64 summary utro tv intvw with romanian ambassador to russia vasile sandru,
stating that visit of romanian foreign minister nastase to moscow is in no
way connected with latest developments in moldova as visit was planned in
mid february. (300 text sent: tasse 1045)
65 reports on russian foreign minister andrey kozyrev meeting with
romanian counterpart adrian nastase in moscow, with gist remarks
exchanged. (120 text sent: tassr 1423 tasse 1840; brief: spanla 2300
portbraz 2300)
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66 aleksandr shakhin on peace-keeping operation in yugoslavia, recalling
arrival of un peace-keeping force last week, noting russia's 1,000 strong
airborne assault contingent will be one of largest in country, pointing
out although its deployment is being carried out according to un schedule,
things may not go so smoothly following cease-fire violations in croatia
and new conflict in bosnia-hercegovina, stressing tensions in
bosnia-hercegovina have calmed down but problems remain and intI community
is watching carefully, mentioning tensions rising in belgrade with calls
for serbian president and parliament to resign. (3 min: enginter 1210
1510 1810 2110 spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 spanish 2100 arabic 1400 greek
2000 turkish 1500 polish 1600 camb 1100 viet 1300)
MILITARY
67 summary itar-tass weekly oriental express intvw with andrey kokoshin,
prominent candidate for post of russian defense minister, maintaining
possibility of a major war with conventional weapons in europe or asia is
almost non-existent. (200 text sent: tasse 1441)
SPACE/SCIENCE
68 "science and engineering": boris belitskiy reviewing what has been
accomplished in field of marine archeology during past year, noting
russian archeologists have worked in black, caspian and white seas but
most sensational results were obtained in a bay in north caucasus where
7th century be remains are being examined (5.5 min); "question time":
belitskiy gives details of latest situation on research into 1986
chernobyl disaster (6.5 min); zimbabwe listener given info on ufo's and
other mysterious phenomena, belitskiy notes increased press reports on
this subject, giving details of studies in this respect (7 min).
(enginter 0710)
. '69-vaierlT-loskutov-oslvdispateh-'quoting-remarks-'by--valedy--takoyev,--------------.
mayor of town of arzamaz-16, presently visiting stavanger in norway,
rejecting west's exaggerated claims that russian nuclear scientists might
flee abroad and work for such countries as iraq or libya. (300 text sent:
tassr 1634)
GIORGIA
70 vitaliy gurov on shevardnadze's return to georgia. (rpt enginter
111210, item 68 on 11 mar list) (jap 121000)
71 summaries shevardnadze remarks to journalists at presentation ceremony
of fund for georgia's rebirth and democracy, setting goals for georgia's
revival. (300 text sent: tassr 1312; 250 text: tasse 1141; one min: mayak
0900; brief: enginter 1600 1700 1800 frenchinter 1700 afrikaans 1700
czech/slovak 1800)
72 georgian state council appeal to republic's population to halt support
to anti-democratic regimes. (200 text sent: tassr 1658 tasse 1658)
73 guram chanishvili tbilisi dispatch on georgian armed forces· appeal to
sub-units supporting gamsakhurdia that they halt actions which are
bringing much trouble to georgia. (90 text sent: tassr 1732)
74 n. gongadze report on curfew in tbilisi being extended until 1 apr,
noting whilst city is outwardly calm, war still makes its presence felt,
citing alarming reports from zugdidi in west georgia of armed attacks on a
militia detachment, briefly quoting intvw with shevardnadze on need for
administrative measures to establish elementary order, stressing need for
political dialogue with populationand activists. (2.5 min, sent: tv 1500)
RUSSIA
75 summaries 12 mar moscow press conf by russian supsov chan ruslan
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khasbu1atov, devoted to preparations for next congress of russian
deputies. (c/r tv 121500, item 70 on 12 mar list) (4.5-3.5 min: enginter
0010 spanish 2100 portuguese 122100 turkish 1500 mand 122100 kor 0800)
76 running summary 13 mar russian supreme soviet session, chaired by
fi1atov, summarizing morning session in which deputies discussed work of
investigative bodies, noting oleg boyko elected dpty chmn russian supreme
arbitration court, mikhai1 mityukov, dpty chmn constitutional commission
introduces amendments to russia's criminal code aimed at strengthening
anti-monopoly legislation, goes on to, discuss concept of judicial reform
(9 min), 1ebedev, chmn supreme court, says law is essential, urges
acceptance, valentin stepankov, prosecutor general, urges that bill be
approved, vote is taken and bill passed, mityukov carries on speaking
about amendments to russian criminal code (6 min), baburin praises bill,
although there are some editorial imperfections in wording, voting is
taken -- passed by by two chambers voting separately, filatov announces
initialling of federation treaty by all republics of russian federation
except tatarstan and chechnya, general pyankov delivers statement on
military situation in caucasus and withdrawal of cis troops, answers
questions on this (3 min, sent), filatov suggests formation of a deputies'
group to hear reports from cis command, session ends. (37 min, excerpts
sent: rtv 1825)
TB1403133492TAKE5
77 col-gen pyankov address to 13 mar supsov session. (c/r rtv 1825,
above) (2 min, sent: rtv 1700)
78 vera shche1kunova reportage on russian supsov session 13 mar, on debate
on law on operative and investigating activities which was finally adopted
after three hours, mentioning meeting of supsov leaders of republics
. vi'thinrsfsr-being-held-at -offlce--of-khasbulatov -to--di-seuss--federati-ve------ . --------treaty, citing intvw with participants during interval. (3.5 min: mayak
1000)
79 vera shchelkunova reportage from russian supsov session, noting
alongside plenary sitting of houses, a conference of leaders of republics
whithin rsfsr is taking place, noting discussion of draft federative
treaty, quoting various reps during course of discussion. (300 text sent:
home 1200)
80 report on 17th mar congress of ussr deputies, incl summary tv intvw
with gennadiy ponomarev, procurator of moscow, that procuracy and
law-enforcement bodies should be fully equipped and ready for any
situation which may arise where there is a large concentration of people,
also quoting moscow government stmt that former deputies won't be
prevented from entering territory of kremlin. (100 text sent: rossii
0800)
81 ivan ivanov on russian government decree on establishing moratorium on
exports of scrap iron from russia for 1992-1993. (150 text sent: tasse
0548)
82 itar-tass news analyst konstantin viotsekhovich on moscow mayor popov
giving permission 12 mar for an opposition rally to be held on 17 mar on
manezh square near kremlin wall, quoting vechernaya moskva that some 1,200
former ussr deputies would attend, quoting moscow procurator gennadiy .
ponarev tv intvw 12 mar that his office does not have any information
pointing to participation in rally of anti-social forces. (350 text:
tasse 1056)
83 anon re moscow mayor's permission for holding conference of communists
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and nationalist forces in moscow 17 mar and ban on former soviet union's
congress of ppl's deputies on same day, noting ban was imposed in view of
violence during 23 feb demos in moscow, says every step will be taken to
enforce law and order to prevent violence, calls upon law enforcing
agencies to exercise restraint. (6-4 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810
portbraz 2300 spanla 2300 persian 1330 turkish 1500 somali 1500 polish
1600 mand 1000 1200 camb 1100 viet 1100 1300 urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100
indo 1200 thai 1200 burm 1300 tamil 1300)
84 report on russian union of industrialists and businessmen denying
interest in holding ussr cpd, briefly quoting volskiy stmt. (brief:
enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500)
85 vitaliy gurov on discussions at russia's constitutional court on
forthcoming tatarstan independence referendum. (rpt enginter 121210, item
76 on 12 mar list) (portuguese 122100 indo 121200)
86 sergey podyampolskiy report on sitting russian constitutional court on
holding referendum in tatarstan, deeming referendum illegal. (400 text
sent: tassr 1810)
87 "constitutional court has resolved": yelena ozrina intvw with russian
constitutional court chairman zorkin on tatarstan referendum decision.
(11 min, sent: rtv 2025)
88 intvw with tatarstan parliamentary speaker on republic's drive for
independence from russia. (7 min: somali 1500)
89 "new market": incl anon on value of ruble continuing to rise against
dollar, maintaining economists predict that soon rate will be between 20
and 5.9 rubles to dollar, noting privatization is main reason for
improvement but govt officials and cp functionaries have gained a great
deal from secrecy of it, which gave rise to huge corruption, quoting
--extensively· from-gayciar L s--tv---illtvw-(4.5-min};- --report-en--russ-i-an-.gov-t---econ-----------program to IMF which they hope will enable them to join that organization
and IBRD (3.5 min). (enginter 2330)
90 anatoliy chubay press conf on preparations for privatization in russia
coming to an end. (4 min: polish 1600)
91 report on discussions for suitable new emblems for russia to replace
soviet symbols no longer acceptable. (4 min: polish 1600)
92 roundup russian press comment dealing with transformation of former
state enterprises into joint stock companies with their employees becoming
shareholders, citing examples and views of employees drawn from various
sections of economy. (5 min: czech/slovak 1800)
TB1403133592TAKE6
93 report on moscow ceremony honoring well-known russian folklore
musician. (6 min: dari 121400)
94 intvw with singer galina vishnevshaya on her return to moscow for
concerts. (7.5 min: polish 1600)
LIFE IN CIS

119 95 intvw with aleksandr rutskoy, russian vice-president, on seizure of
officer hostages in armenia. (c/r rtv 112023, item 106 on 11 mar list)
(150 text: tasse 1055; brief: indo 121200)
120 96 report on sitting of council of heads of govt of cis states, noting
kazakhstan prime minister tereshchenko elected chairman, quoting interfax
intvw before session opened with moldovan prime minister muravschi that it
is necessary to devote main attention at sitting to unblocking and
restoring econ ties between republics, briefly quoting vitold fokin, head
ukrainian govt, his republic has altered its stance and now advocates
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recognition of collective liability for debts of former ussr. (2 min:
rossii 1000)
97 a. shashkov report on opening of morning session of council of heads of
govt of cis mbr states, noting preliminary agenda consists of 16 points,
economic problems being focal point of attention, quoting intvw with
fokin, ukrainian prime minister (one min). (3 min, sent: rtv 1100; fokin
only, one min, sent: enginter 1600 1700 1800 frenchinter 1700 polish 1600
czech/slovak 1800)
98 statement issued by CIS supreme soviet leaders declaring rejection of
any forms of restoring former ussr and its administrative structures.
(350 text sent: tasse 1642; brief: enginter 2200 2300)
99 report on parliamentary speakers of cis states denouncing attempts to
convene a congress of soviet ppl's deputies and restore soviet union,
quoting russian parliamentary presidium statement 11 mar. (400 text sent:
tasse 1728)
100 vyacheslav osipov on cis session discussions on economic coop, quoting
gaydar address to session (1.5 min). (5 min, sent: rossii 1900)
101 ivan ivanov/gennadiy talalayev reports on ending of cis prime
minister's session in moscow, reviewing session and documents signed,
briefly quoting press conference remarks by yegor gaydar and vitold fokin.
(250 text sent: tasse 1728; 200 text sent: tassr 1645; 150 text sent:
tasse 1519)
102 valeriy kiosa report on results of cis premiers meeting, reviewing
proceedings and highlighting documents signed on bilateral and econ
issues. (6 min, sent: mayak 1540)
103 report on stmt by moldovan prime minister muravschi address to cis
session on moldova's request to un to send observers to region, and also

·~·asked ··leaders~~oE·rusllla-alld·ukraine-~··send-their_·observers__.~-·f80-text-·--

128

129
130

131
132
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sent: rossii 1300)
104 anon on ending of cis heads meeting in moscow, highlighting
discussions of papers on social, financial and econ issues, briefly
quoting gaydar before meeting that main stumbling blocks were coordinating
price policies and responsibility for soviet debt, also quoting kazakh
prime minister tereshchenko stating that agmt was reached on most papers,
although two were sent back for amendment, quoting ukrainian prime
minister fokin that his republic would join cis memorandum on collective
responsibility for soviet foreign debt. (3.5 min: enginter 2110 greek
2000 hungarian 2000)
105 (galina groseva) on matters discussed during meeting of cis government
heads in moscow. (4.5 min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300)
106 report on russian parliamentary statement addressed to president and
parliament of armenia, heads of state of cis and servicemen of cis joint
armed forces, re attack on army cantonment in armenian city of artik and
seizure of ten officers as hostages. (c/r tasse 121558, item 107 on 12
mar list) (brief: portuguese 122100)
107 anon detailing intl efforts toward settlement in nagornyy karabakh.
(rpt enginter 121210, item 95 on 12 mar list) (portbraz 0000 portuguese
122100)
108 kiev dispatch on ukrainian president kravchuk urging cis c-in-c
shaposhnikov to step up security at depots with weapons and military
hardware, in order to prevent cis troops from being used in karabakh
conflict. (250 text sent: tasse 1119; brief: enginter 1900 2000 2100
spanish 2100 hungarian 2000)
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133 109 roman zaduaiskiy on cis joint armed forces command order to remove
immediately all remaining cis army posts along armenian-azerbiajani
border, quoting cis joint army press center official. (40 text sent:
tasse 1311 tassr 1453)
134 TB1403133692TAKE7
135 110 summary krasnaya zvezda on release of hostages held by armenian
militants, noting officers were brought to a restaurant where a splendid
table had been served and where tv reporters were quick to appear, asking
for intvw for armenian tv, quoting brigade commander It-col valeriy
reshetnikov that in return for releasing hostages, militants demanded
weapons and munitions (100 words). (150 text: tasse 0506)
136 111 itar-tass report on stmt by armenian president ter-petrosyan that cis
should help to make peace in karabakh. (60 text sent: tv 0900)
137 112 tigran liloyan yerevan dispatch on armenian president ter-petrosyan
protesting against illegal transfer of weapons and military hardware to
azerbaijani side by cis forces. (100 text: tasse 1524)
138 113 tigran 1iloyan yerevan dispatch on armenian parliament resolution
banning transfer of weapons, armaments and other military hardware outside
territory of military units stationed in republic. (120 text sent: tasse
1122)
139 114 intvw with general (lestanakov) at cis general command hq, on armenian
radicals' attack on city, soldiers. (5 min: kor 1000)
140 115 natan barskiy baku dispatch on chairman of azerbaijan supsov yagub
maaedov appealing to leaders of intl organizations to help in seeking
peace in nkao. (150 text sent: tassr 1710 tasse 1543)
141 116 roundup on armenian and azeri corr reports on situation in nagornyy
karabakh. (6 min, sent: rossii 0600)
. -14211'1 -vi taliy·gurovre-hefghtened-flnaien -4n-tlka&-~-i.on--due· .t.o-escalation--------_.
of fighting between armenian and azerbaijani forces, pointing to intI
interest on issue, calling upon all concerned to resolve issue amicably,
expressing hope that dispute will be resolved by mediation of intI
community. (5-3 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 spanla 2300 portbraz
2300 spanish 2100 turkish 1500 afrikaans 1700 polish 1600 hungarian 2000
urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 indo 1200 tamil 1300 burm.13oo viet 1100)
143 118 account of belarus parliamentary decision to call off all soldiers,
drafted in republic, from azerbaijan, armenia, georgia and moldova. (100
text sent: tasse 0606)
144 119 summaries rabochaya tribuna intvw with askar &kayev, president of
kyrgstan, expressing readiness to help central newspapers of former ussr
and main tv/radio company ostaninko. (cov cd) (one min, sent: enginter
0800; 250 text: tasse 0749; 200 text: tasse 0545; one min: enginter 0900
1000 1100)
145 120 anon discussing problems facing radio/tv service in cis. (6 min: dari
121400)
146 121 asian affairs program: report on moscow weekly's article on foreign
policy of kazakhstan. (4 min: mand 0900)
147 122 summary 12 mar trud interview with leonid kravchuk, calling on cis to
do everything possible to halt confrontation and war in nagorno-karabakh.
(c/r tasse 120509, item 113 on 12 mar list)·, (one min: indo 121200)
148 123 viktor alekseyev on leonid kravchuk's 12 mar press conference in which
he said ukraine is not fully confident that tactical nuclear weapons being
taken to russia are destroyed. (3 min, sent: rossii 1300)
149 124 ukrinform corrs viktor demidenko/aleksey petrunya on leonid kravchuk's
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12 mar kiev press conference explaining reason behind decision to suspend
removal of tactical nuclear weapons. (c/r tassr 121808, item 114 on 12
mar list) (5 min: mand 0900; one min: korean 0800; brief: tv 1800 enginter
0800 0900 1000 1100 spanla 0000 2300 portbraz 0000 2300)
125 account of It-gen sergei zelentsov's remarks to military
correspondents on 12 mar, pegged to kravchuk's 12 mar kiev press
conference on decision to suspend removal of tactical nuclear weapons from
republican territory. (400 text sent: tasse 1705; brief: enginter 2200
2300)
126 account of russian foreign minister andrey kozyrev's remarks to
journalists prior to his meeting with his romanian counterpart adrian
nastase, pegged to kravchuk's announcement re halting transfer of tactical
nuclear weapons to russia. (one min, sent: enginter 1600 1700 1800
frenchinter 1700 polish 1600 czech/slovak 1800)
127 kravchuk decree on bodies of state executive power in town of
sevastopol. (one min, sent: mayak 1500)
TB1403133792TAKB8
128 account of statement by vitol fokin, ukraine's prime minister, about
republic's intention to join agreement on collective liability for paying
off ussr foreign debt. (one min, poor: mayak 1300)
129 vladimir sokolov kiev dispatch on first 100 days of kravchuk's
presidency. (3 min: polish 1600)
130 "special program for muslims." (rpt urdu 061000, item 139 on 06 mar
list) (urdu 1000)
131 "mirror." (rpt czech/slovak 101800, item 116 on 11 mar list)
(czech/slovak 1800)
132 "talk of today." (rpt mend 121300, item 123 on 12 mar list) (mand
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159 133 "problems, events, people": anon on legitimacy of convention of soviet
people's deputy (4 min); anon on life of cis soldiers in russian
federation (4 min); anon on organization reporting to russian president on
business activities in russia (rpt segment korean 120800, item 121 on 12
mar list); anon on new newspaper, whose name is (us) (rpt segment korean
120800, item 121 on 12 mar list) (korean 0800)
160 134 "hour for youth" program: introducing pravda on former soviet
president gorbachev's interview on russian situation, others. (20 min:
korean 1000)
161 135 "update": viktor yenikeyev on ethnic disputes in cis, izvestiya and
krasnaya zvezda quoted, NKAO conflict cited, help in attempt to resolve
conflict mentioned (3.5 min); sergey sayenko on kravchuk's news conference
on 100 days in office, announcing suspension of withdrawal of nuclear
weapons, noting observers can not decide whether this is motion of no
confidence in russia, an attempt to bolder ukrain's international
authority on eve of kiev summit or another step to enhance its sovereignty
and independence or first reaction to statement by ukrainian official that
over recent years control over nuclear arms has worsened seriously and
ukraine must rely on its own resources (3 min); (named) spokesman for
belorussian command of cis army, says belorussia has taken most sensible
approach to reorganization of cis armed forces, touching on cis military
presence on its territory (3.5 min); tribute to russian actor
yevstigneyev, dwelling on his performances (5.5 min). (enginter 1910)
162 136 mise internal cis items: 20: cis 5 latam 4 asc 3 asnc 8
163 Unpro: tv 1200 rtv 2100
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165 Missed: frenchinter 121700 dari 1400 (endall) 13 Mar 92
166 TB1403133892TAKE9
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